Training and coaching the leaders of tomorrow in real estate and professional excellence
Over many years, APC Success has helped hundreds of candidates to understand the process and requirements of the Assessment of Professional Competence (APC) for the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), and to develop as professional surveyors.

Our detailed understanding of the APC process, which has been developed over time whilst we have acted as APC Assessors and trainers, as well as Chartered Surveyors in practice, enables us to ensure that candidates know what APC assessors are seeking from candidates’ submissions and final assessment interviews.

Our training courses are suitable for candidates on the Commercial, Residential, Property Finance & Investment and Planning & Development APC Pathways.
SERVICES

APC Success Training Courses
APC Success offers bespoke, in-house APC training to a number of organisations, as well as for individual candidates. Whomever we are training towards APC success, our training courses help candidates to:

- Ensure that their structured training programme and competency selections are appropriate
- Recognise how to improve their understanding of key concepts through targeted CPD
- Understand the importance and detail of the RICS Rules of Conduct and Professional Standards and how to prepare for the online RICS Ethics assessment
- Appreciate what APC assessors expect to see in a high quality APC submission
- Use their time efficiently to prepare the highest quality of submissions
- Know how to use the RICS online Assessment Resource Centre (ARC) system
- Select, write and then present a suitable case study
- Manage their time effectively on revision topics

APC Success provides its candidates with relevant, up-to-date reference material for revision purposes and always ensures that candidates appreciate how best to use their own submission as an aid to revision.

For individual candidates looking for the best APC support, APC Success offers three-day courses which provide:

- One full day of APC preparation and revision planning
- Two full days of intensive APC revision

Check our Training Diary for upcoming course dates.
Helping candidates:
Navigate and understand the requirements of the APC ///
Prepare for the APC in the most effective way ///
Develop skills and knowledge for a successful professional career ///
APC support for employers

APC Success has provided support to large and small employers for many years. Our approach is always to work with the candidates’ employers, typically with Learning and Development managers within organisations, to tailor an APC support programme which fits with organisational culture and candidates’ workloads.

We appreciate the importance of helping a cohort of graduates to achieve success in their APC endeavours, both for the candidates themselves and the organisation they work for, and are proud of the very high APC success rates our candidates achieve.

In order to reach and maintain these high standards, we help organisations to:

• Plan an effective APC training programme, from graduate induction through to final assessment interviews
• Assist with setting organisational and personal objectives
• Develop their capability to provide Counsellors, Supervisors and mentors who can most effectively help candidates
• Know how their candidates are progressing with their APCs
• Develop graduate recruitment collateral
• Undertake and provide detailed feedback on mock interviews
Don’t hesitate to get in touch if you’d like to learn more about our APC, graduate and property training services and how we could help you and your organisation to achieve the best possible results.

**Miles Keeping MRICS**  
APC Assessor, Experienced APC Trainer, former Lead Partner for Learning & Development at Deloitte Real Estate  
miles@apcsuccess.co.uk | 07971 457959

**Vivienne Spurge FRICS**  
RICS APC Chairman & Auditor  
vivienne@apcsuccess.co.uk | 07816 493876